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California approves $5 million to fund diversity
in science and technology education

Cal-Bridge Program brings together the three levels of the California higher education
system to diversify the California public university faculty and tech workforce

Pomona, Calif., July 5, 2022 – The State of California has approved $5 million in funding for

the Cal-Bridge program which provides a pathway for underrepresented students in California

Community Colleges and the California State University (CSU) system to pursue advanced PhD

degrees through the University of California (UC) system and join the California science and

technology workforce, including as public university faculty.

The Cal-Bridge program, launched in 2014, is a statewide partnership between 9 UC, 23 CSU,

and 116 community colleges across California supporting undergraduate CSU students majoring

in physics, computer science, and mathematics to matriculate into PhD programs across the state

and nation. The new California state budget allocation will enable Cal-Bridge to expand the

subject areas covered and extend its impact, supporting Cal-Bridge scholars all the way from

their CSU undergraduate studies through their UC PhDs, thereby building a pathway for

thousands of California students from diverse backgrounds to achieve the expertise needed to fill

university faculty and technology leadership positions in California and beyond.

“Diversifying the professoriate will lead to a growth in gender, racial, and ethnic representation

in the technology workforce more broadly by increasing the number of students from historically

underrepresented groups completing degrees in STEM fields because they see faculty that look

like them,” said Cal-Bridge Executive Director Alexander Rudolph, professor of physics and

astronomy at Cal Poly Pomona. “As countries around the world are increasing their investment

in science and technology, making sure our nation uses all of the available talent in developing

our expertise and capabilities in these fields is an issue of economic and national security.”

“I’m so proud to have secured $5 million in the California State budget for the Cal-Bridge

program to diversify the State’s science and technology workforce,” said Assemblywoman Cottie

Petrie-Norris (D-Irvine), who was the chief sponsor of the effort to win funding for the initiative

in the state budget. “Breaking down barriers to entry into STEM fields for historically

https://www.cpp.edu/calbridge/index.shtml
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underrepresented groups and diversifying California’s public university professoriate will help

California continue to thrive as a world-class hub for innovation.”

Maria “Katy” Rodriguez Wimberly is a striking example of the power of the Cal-Bridge

approach. An Army veteran, Wimberly took classes at the community college level before

transferring to California State University, Long Beach where she joined the Cal-Bridge program

in 2015. Wimberly graduated with a B.S. degree in physics from Long Beach and went on to

earn a PhD in astrophysics at UC Irvine in 2021. She is now an NSF MPS-Ascend postdoctoral

fellow in astrophysics at the UC Riverside.

Commenting on how the Cal-Bridge program provided the support she needed for success,

Wimberly said, “The network of mentors and peers Cal-Bridge has helped me create has been

invaluable in my pursuit of an astrophysics PhD! I now have an incredible support system of

similarly underrepresented astro grad students and mentors who actively work to build a more

inclusive community.”

Rene Padilla is another Cal-Bridge scholar who credits the program with clearing his pathway to

a PhD. Padilla started his education at Modesto Junior College, going on to receive his B.S.

degree in physics from Stanislaus State in 2019. “Making the transition from a community

college to a CSU campus was challenging,” said Padilla. “However, doing the transition from a

CSU to a PhD was even harder and more complex. Nevertheless, the Cal-Bridge community

gave me the necessary tools to successfully make the transition and move forward towards my

dream school. Now, after several years, I am a candidate for a PhD in physics at UC Santa Cruz.

I never imagined that I could make it that far but having the support from a program like

Cal-Bridge made a big difference in my life. I am sure that increasing the resources of the

Cal-Bridge program will increase the chances of students like me to get into high-level education

programs.”

Phil Ting (D-San Francisco), chair of the Assembly Budget Committee and Nancy Skinner

(D-East Bay), chair of the Senate Budget Committee together helped shepherd the appropriation

into the state budget and are both excited to support the Cal-Bridge Initiative. Ting commented,

“Cal-Bridge is a uniquely Californian treasure, ensuring fair and equal access to all the
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opportunities offered by our state’s outstanding higher education system. Cal-Bridge opens doors

for all in our state to the most exciting and well-paid careers in science and technology,

regardless of where they start their education. I’m excited to support Cal-Bridge, to see it funded

in this year’s budget and look forward to watching it grow to benefit thousands of Californians

over the coming years.”

Skinner added, “California has made progress in diversifying our public colleges and

universities, but there is still much work to do. Black and Latinx students, in particular, remain

underrepresented at our CSU and UC campuses. The Cal-Bridge program is essential to closing

this racial gap, which is why I’m proud the Legislature and Governor have agreed to fund it in

this year’s state budget. Cal-Bridge not only is effective at attracting underrepresented students

to STEM fields, but also in ensuring that our cohort of future college professors in physics,

computer science, and mathematics is diverse as well.”

For more information, visit www.calbridge.org.

About Cal-Bridge: The Cal-Bridge program has the mission to create a comprehensive, end-to-end

pathway for undergraduates from the diverse student population of the CSU system through graduate

school to a PhD, postdoctoral fellowship, and ultimately membership in the professoriate and

science and technology workforce. Students in the program are referred to as Cal-Bridge scholars.

The program is a partnership between 9 University of California (UC), all 23 California State

University (CSU), and the 116 community college campuses in California, thus fulfilling the

promise of cross-segmental cooperation envisioned in the California Master Plan for Higher

Education. Scholars are recruited from CSU and community college campuses across the state,

with the help of local faculty and/or staff liaisons at each campus. Community college students

transfer to a participating CSU to join the program.
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LOCAL CSU CONTACTS

Campus Contact E-mail

Cal Poly Pomona Dr. Mohammad Husain mihusain@cpp.edu

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Dr. Louise Edwards ledwar04@calpoly.edu

CSU Bakersfield Dr. Yize Li yli11@csub.edu

CSU Channel Islands Dr. Brian Rasnow brian.rasnow@csuci.edu

CSU Dominguez Hills Dr. Ximena Cid xcid@csudh.edu

CSU Fullerton Dr. Jocelyn Read jread@fullerton.edu

CSU Long Beach Dr. Prashanth Jaikumar Prashanth.Jaikumar@csulb.edu

CSU Los Angeles Dr. Paul Nerenberg pnerenb@calstatela.edu

CSU Northridge Dr. Cristina Cadavid ana.cadavid@csun.edu

CSU San Bernardino Dr. Carol Hood chood@csusb.edu

CSU San Marcos Dr. Edward Price eprice@csusm.edu

San Diego State Dr. Eric Sandquist esandquist@mail.sdsu.edu

CSU Chico Dr. Eric Ayars eayars@csuchico.edu

CSU East Bay Dr. Amy Furniss amy.furniss@csueastbay.edu

CSU Fresno Dr. Oscar Vega ovega@csufresno.edu

CSU Stanislaus Dr. Wing To wto@csustan.edu

Humboldt Poly Dr. Monty Mola mmm67@humboldt.edu

Sacramento State Dr. Vera Margoniner Vera.Margoniner@csus.edu

San Francisco State Dr. Joseph Barranco barranco@sfsu.edu

San Jose State Dr. Aaron Romanowsky aaron.romanowsky@sjsu.edu

Sonoma State Dr. Alexandra Miller millerale@sonoma.edu

LOCAL UC CONTACTS

Campus Contact E-mail

UC Berkeley Dr. Ori Ganor ganor@berkeley.edu

UC Davis Dr. David Wittman dwittman@physics.ucdavis.edu

UC Irvine Dr. Kevork Abazajian kevork@uci.edu

UCLA Dr. Smadar Noaz snaoz@astro.ucla.edu

UC Merced Dr. Suzanne Sindi ssindi@ucmerced.edu

UC Riverside Dr. Mariam Salloum mariam.salloum@ucr.edu

UC San Diego Dr. Adam Burgasser aburgasser@mail.ucsd.edu



UC Santa Barbara Dr. Joan Emma-Shea shea@ucsb.edu

UC Santa Cruz Dr. Bruce Schumm baschumm@ucsc.edu


